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Over time, languages change in many ways. Words are added- or dismissed~ 
grammar becomes more or less regulated~ pronunciation changes, etc. Many times these 
changes follow a predictable pattern, but just as often a unique fonn is found that acts as 
a counterexample to the rule. 
Languages that are part of the same language family often follow the same 
general patterns of change. However, the languages do have their own characteristics, 
otherwise they would not be separate languages. While related languages follow some of 
the same patterns of change, each language has its own cultural or other influences, and 
therefore experiences changes that are not reflected in any other language. 
French and Italian are two related languages, being both members of the Italic 
sub-family of the Indo-European languages. They share the same "parent" language, 
Latin, and have followed many of the same patterns of change. Yet, just as the countries 
where the languages are spoken have different histories, French and Italian have their 
own characteristic linguistic features. 
These characteristic features, in particular those regarding the genders of French 
and Italian nouns, are the subject of this paper. The paper tracks the changes that resulted 
in the assignment of two different genders by French and Italian to the same Latin nouns. 
The purpose is to discover what factors account for the gender assignment in the 












Historical information regarding each of the languages and their parent language 
is presented in the first two chapters. Information provided in the third chapter is the 
result of two years of research that was conducted in the following steps: 
1) First list: Using a number of texts (see Bibliography), a list of over 80 French and 
Italian nouns with opposing genders was compiled (see Appendix A). 
2) Etymologies: Through the use of French and Italian etymological dictionaries, the 
source( s) and historical variations of each term were determined. 
3) Second List (Appendix B): A shorter list resulted from eliminating nouns based on 
the following criteria: 
a) The words that came directly from a foreign source, such as the Gothic haribergo, 
which became l'auberge (f) in French and l'albergo (m.) in Italian, were 
eliminated. 
b) All proper nouns (states, cities, etc.) were eliminated. 
c) Words deriving from two different sources (such as Fr. la mousse, from the 
Vulgar Latin mussa, and It il musehio, which derived from the Late Latin 
museum) were eliminated. 
d) Nouns (either ambigenous or epicene) that currently employ both a masculine and 
a feminine form were eliminated due to the acknowledged existence of similar 




















4) Recognition of rules and patterns: From the second list, a list of rules and patterns 
was made by using various texts and by noting patterns found through the study of 
the list of nouns and the etymologies. A summary of the list of rules and patterns can 
be found in chapter Three. 
5) Third List: After the words of the second list were placed into categories based on the 
rule or pattern that they follow, a third list consisting of five words resulted from this 
classification. These five words fail to fit partially or completely into any category, 
and therefore had to be considered separately. 
6) The etymologies of the words in the third list are presented in chapter Three . 
It is hoped that this research will bring about a greater understanding of the genders 
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Brief History of French and Italian 
1.1 The French Language 
The French language, as already implied, is a member of the Romance language 
group of the Italic subfamily of the Indo-European languages. It is spoken by more than 
70 million people in France, Belgium, Switzerland, Africa, Asia and Canada . 
The earliest inhabitants of Gaul (now France), the Gauls, spoke a Celtic language. 
With the conquest of Gaul by Julius Caesar (1 st century BC), this language disappeared as 
Vulgar LatinI came into use. By the end of the 4th century AD, Gaulish had completely 
disappeared and Latin had taken over. However, many words of Celtic origin passed into 
modem French. 2 
Latin was well established in Gaul by the 4th century. When the also-Romanized 
Germanic ttibes (Visigoths, Burgundians, and Franks) began to invade Gaul in the 5th 
century AD, the tribes adopted the language they found there. They left their mark on the 
language with over 200 words of Germanic origin.3 In the 6th century, more Greek words 
(brought through the Mediterranean colonies, such as Marseilles and Nice) were added to 
the vocabulary of the language. 4 
By the 7th century, Vulgar Latin had been so modified by the people of this area 
known as France that it was now called the Romanic language. It was spoken by all of 
1 see chapter 2 for further explanation of the tenn "Vulgar Latin" 
2 G. Price, The French Language: Past and Present 3-4 
3 G. Price, 4-5 















the social classes, and many documents were translated into the language. In the 8th 
century, a royal edict (ordered by Charlemagne) insisted that church dignitaries delivered 
their sermons in Romanic. 5 
At the beginning of the Middle Ages, there were two spoken Romanic dialects in 
France: the language north of the Loire River (langue d'oi1) and the language south of the 
Loire, the Occitan area (langue d'oc). The names for the two languages were derived 
from the words for "yes" in the respective languages. 6 One of the main differences 
between the two languages was phonetic; for example, the unaccented a in Latin became 
e in langue d'oil but remained a in langue d'oc. 
In each of the two languages, dialects developed. The principal dialects of langue 
d'oc were Auvergnat, Bearnais, Gascon, Languedocien, Limousin, and Provenc;aL The 
langue d'oil was spoken in Burgundy, lIe de France, Normandy, Picardy, and Poitou. 
Much literature and poetry was written in langue d'oc and its dialects, so after the 12th 
century it surprised many to see that the langue d'oil (also known as Francien) had 
become more important. The accession of King Hugh Capet in 987 and the nomination 
of Paris as the seat of government had already made the language of the lIe de France 
important, and soon it began to dominate the other dialects. Modem French developed 
directly from the dialect spoken in the lIe de France. 7 
The langue d 'oil became popular throughout Europe. It was the language of the 
court of Naples, German upperclassmen had it taught to their children, and after the 
5 "French Language" Microsoft Encarta 96 Encyclopedia 
6 G. Price, 10-11 

















Norman Conquest in 1066, England debate whether to use English or French (which was 
already used as a literary language) as its spoken language. 
In the Middle Ages, there were many linguistic changes to the langue d'oil. 
During the 14th and 15th centuries, the period of the Hundred Years' War, the devastation 
of many French territories caused a popular need for French nationalism and a national 
linguistic standard, the language of the court. Many documents were written in French, 
though much was based on the style and content of the classical Latin writings. 8 In the 
late 15th and early 16th centuries, there was great linguistic development. The military 
campaigns in Italy during the 1490s helped expand the vocabulary of the French 
language with Italianisms, used mostly in military and artistic terminology9. The 
Ordinance of Villers-Cotterets of King Francis I made the language of the lIe de France 
(in particular Paris) the official language of the kingdom 10. In the second half of the 16th 
century, though they agreed that it needed some improvement (which could be brought 
about by modeling it on Greek and Latin literature), a group of French poets called the 
Pleiade declared that the French language was the right language for prose and poetry. 
With the same motivation, Joachim Du Bellay, one of the members of the Pleiade, wrote 
La defense et illustration de la langue franfaise (The Defense and Glorification of the 
French Language) in 1549. These efforts culminated in the development of the prototype 
of the French that is familiar to the world today. 
In the 17th century, the poet Fran~ois de Malherbe, in his poetic and critical 
works, established a standard of exactness in the use of French words. He wished to 
8 G. Price, 12-13 















purify the language by eliminating any expressions (including terms of foreign origin) 
that were not understandable to all, and he wanted to regulate the syntax of the language. 
The language was shaped into a sophisticated instrument for clear, concise expression. 11 
And, in one of the most important moves for the standardization of the language, the 
French Academy published an official French dictionary. It was this standardization that 
helped the French language become the most important language in Europe, replacing 
Latin as the common language for communication. 12 
The grammatical structure of the French language of the 17th century is essentially 
the same as today. The declensions of the Latin nouns had mostly been droppedl3, and 
prepositional phrases and word order were used instead to indicate the syntactical 
relationship among words. Yet the vocabulary restrictions imposed by Malherbe would 
soon be lifted, and more words of various origins would be allowed. 14 
The vocabulary of the French language had been greatly varied from the Middle 
Ages. Because of the Arabic invasions during the Crusades and the study of Arabic 
science by French scholars, many words of Arabic origin were added to the language. As 
previously mentioned, the wars in Italy which started late in the 15th century and the rise 
international commerce resulted in the addition of about 800 words of Italian origin. 15 
French wars in Spain (early 17th century) added about 200 new words of Spanish origin 
to the vocabulary of the language, and 17th century wars with Germany introduced a 
10 "French Language" Microsoft Encarta 96 Encyclopedia 
11 G. Price, 15-16 
12 "French Language" Microsoft Encarta 96 Encyclopedia 
13 see chapter 2 for further explanation of nouns 
14 G. Price, 17 















small number of German words. Because of all of the new vocabulary, a new 
standardized dictionary was published in 1798 by the newly founded Institut de France. 16 
In the early 19tb. centwy, literary romanticism restored archaic words in the 
French language. This had little permanent effect on the language due to the fact that, 
since the 18th century, there had been a tendency to add words dealing with new objects 
and concepts. Scientific terms were taken from Latin and Greek, and interest in the 
English political system promoted the use of English terms. In addition, even more 
vocabulary was borrowed from German, Spanish, and Italian. 17 
Today, French is still an important language in the world. It is still considered 
one of the most useful languages, making it very popular to students and linguists. It is 
spoken in many parts of the world, and it is one of the working languages of the 
Secretariat of the United Nations, as well as one of the official languages of the European 
Union. 
1.2 Tbe Italian Language 
The Italian language is the Romance Language that is most closely related to 
Latin. It is spoken in Italy, Switzerland, Corsica, Malta, Brazil, and parts of the U.S. and 
Canada, though it is an official language only in Italy and Switzerland. 18 
The emergence of Vulgar Latin 19 as a spoken and written language was one of the 
first steps in the evolution to Italian. Vulgar Latin, or Late Latin, could also be called 
16 "French Language" Microsoft Encarta 96 Encyclopedia 
17 G. Price, 17 
18 M. Harris & N. Vincent, 19-20 














Early Italian20. From this wlgarized Latin, many dialects were developed in the diverse 
regions of Italy: Gallo-Romance in Piedmont; Rhaeto-Romance Ladin in Trentino and 
Alto Adige; Friulian (Celtic) in north-western Italy; Umbrian in the Upper Tiber valley; 
Oscan in southern Italy; Greek-influenced dialects in the areas where Sicily, Calabria, 
and southern Puglia are found, and many others which have gone unidentified. 
What is now known as Italian was known then as the Tuscan dialect, in particular, 
Florentine. Though the Sicilian and Bolognese dialects had flourished previously, the 
central geographical position of Florence and its status as a major commercial center 
diffused the Florentine dialect throughout Italy21. The growing Florentine culture also 
influenced the language of Italy22. After an early 13th century diffusion of literature 
written in langue d 'oc23, Italian writers began to compose their works in the various 
dialects of Italy, and most were writers from Tuscany24. Dante, Petrarch, and Boccaccio, 
all wrote in Florentine. 
Though Florentine had been much used for literary purposes throughout the 14th 
and 15th centuries, it was not immediately accepted as the foundation of the Italian 
language. It was not until the early 16th century that there was a recognition of the need 
for one form of the Vulgar language to act as the standard language. It was Venetian 
writer Pietro Bembo who suggested that Florentine be used for this purpose. For literary 
20 S. Lanuzza, 22 
21 Lan~ 15 
22 Maiden, 7 
23 see section 1 of this chapter for further explanation of langue d'oc 














purposes, however, he preferred the more structured Florentine of the 14th century rather 
than the language of his time. 25 
There were many linguistic changes from Vulgar to Florentine. Most diphthongs 
were altered, usually replaced with one sound and written with one letter. Word endings 
changed, and many terms ending in -us or -um were replaced with -D. This partly 
explains why, while most words in Latin ended in consonants, most words in Italian end 
in a vowel. In addition to this, verbal changes resulted in an increased use of the present 
perfect, the pluperfect, and the conditional present and past. 26 
The remaining dialects of Italy still prospered, and dialects were the spoken 
languages of the people while standard Italian was the literary language. Most people 
had only a functional knowledge of standard Italian, and some knew nothing of it. Many 
thought that it was too far from the spoken style in vocabulary to ever be in general use. 
In the 19th century, the writer Alessandro Manzoni confronted the problem of 
expanding the language to the Italian people at large. He proposed that modern spoken 
Florentine be the basis of the national language. He studied this language well, and even 
polished his famous novel, I Promessi Sposi, from its original Milanese to Florentine as 
an example. He summed up his research with a report published in 1868 by the Ministry 
of Education proposing the teaching of Florentine in schools and the publication of a 
dictionary in contemporary Florentine to diffuse the language more thoroughly. 27 
Although the proposed dictionary was published in 1870, not everyone agreed 
with Manzoni' s proposals. Some linguists disagreed with the suggestion that the 
25 Maiden, 7-8 










established literary form be replaced by a modern fornl which was not widely known by 
scholars. Also, while it was agreed that the traditional literary language should be the 
basis of a standard language, there was opposition to the infiltration of inflexible 
linguistic models of any kind, as it was believed that the standard language should be in 
evolution as a result of the increased education and intellectual activities of the Italian 
people. 28 
The political unification of Italy helped promote the growth of literary Italian. 
Through migration, military, education, and bureaucracy, the Italian language came to be 
known by more of the Italian population. The language began to be used in many 
domains, such as casual conversation, military life, bureaucracy, civil administration, etc. 
This spoken language, however, was not the traditional literary language, but a less 
structured variant thereof 29 
The Italian language changed over time, less in structure than in vocabulary. As 
with most languages, new idioms, neologisms, and foreign terms have been added and 
widely used. A good number of the foreign terms that have been added in the past years 
have come from the English language, especially in the areas of technology and science, 
sports, politics, and media. Casual terms, such as part-time, supermarket, and stress have 
also been borrowed?O Standard Italian today is a "collective" Italian incorporating terms 
from the various dialects, as well as the neologisms and the antique vocabulary31 . 
27 Maiden, 8-9. 
28 Maiden, 9. 
29 Maiden, 9-10. 
30 Lanuzza, 83-84. 









There is still an invisible, yet fuzzy, line between "standard" Italian and the 
various (and incredibly different) dialects. Today, the majority of Italians knows and 
uses standard Italian; those who are not familiar with it are in general from an older 
generation living in rural areas. Despite this widespread knowledge, it is rare for an 
Italian to use only standard Italian, especially in the home. Most of them, though 
educated in the standard language, still choose to use dialect or dialectal expressions in 
familial situations. 32 
The deepened interest in European languages and culture has amplified the 
popularity of the Italian language. It is spoken in many' parts of the world, and the 
number of schools where standard Italian is taught continues to grow. The increased . 













From Latin to Romance: 
Evolution of a Language 
2.1 The Latin Language 
Romance linguists generally agree that Latin is the parent language of the 
Romance languages. As a matter of fact, some linguists contend that the Romance 
languages are "modem" Latin. 33 Therefore, before we can understand the evolution of 
nouns in French and Italian, it is important to understand the Latin language and its 
transformations. 
In prehistoric times, Latin was carried to the Italian peninsula by the Italic tribes 
who migrated from the north. It was one of the languages (others being F aliscan, Oscan, 
Greek, Etruscan, and Umbrian) of the Latini, the tribes who settled in Latium, where 
today one will find Rome34. The growth of Roman power through conquests helped 
spread the Latin language throughout Italy and the Roman Empire. Latin was the official 
language of Rome, and it became the common tongue (or linguafranca) of all peoples of 
the Roman Empire, no matter what one's first language was. It was the language of 
diplomats until the 18th century and of the Roman Catholic religion until the late 20th 
century. As any language, Latin had several dialects, and the immediate parent of the 
33 M. Harris & N. Vincent, The Romance Languages (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1998) 1. 













modern Romance Languages is generally believed to be the Vulgar Latin dialect.35 The 
term Vulgar Latin is explained further below. 
The Latin language, being a member of the Italic sub-family of the Indo-European 
language family, is related to the other members of the Indo-European language family, 
and is especially close in form to the non-Italic Sanskrit and Greek, as well as to the 
Germanic and Celtic languages.36 Latin underwent Celtic influence in northern Italy, 
Etruscan (a non-Indo-European language) influence in central Italy, and Greek influence 
in southern Italy. This Greek influence (of both a linguistic and literary nature) helped 
Latin form its literary style. 
In the third century B.C, after the ancient Romans began to develop their 
literature, a difference developed between written language and spoken language. 
"Classical Latin" was the literary language, which is still found in the written literature, 
known only to the educated people. It was greatly influenced by Greek vocabulary, 
grammar and style, and was full of elegance and formality. It is this form of Latin that is 
taught today. 
The literary use of Latin can be divided into four periods, each of which acquires 
certain morphological and syntactical characteristics. The first period, known as the 
Early or Archaic Period, takes us from about 240 until 70 BC. Writers of the Early 
Period include Plautus and Terence. From 70 BC to AD 14, Latin literature experienced 
its Golden Age (its period of fame) with works by Julius Caesar, Cicero, Vergil, Ovid, 
etc. It was a time of artistic expression using the Latin language, then full of newfound 
35 M. Harris & N. Vincent, The Romance Languages 1-2 


















richness. The Silver Age, AD 14 to AD 130, brought case-usage simplification and an 
increased use of word order as well as the development of more rhetoric and philosophy, 
as attested by the works of Seneca and Tacitus. Finally, the Late Latin Period extended 
from the second century until the sixth century AD, and was marked by the development 
of Patristic Latin (that of the Fathers of the Church) and by the corrupting influences of 
foreign forms on the cultivated lingua Latina through invasions of the barbarian tribes, 
thus forming the wlgar lingua Romona. 37 
The nouns of Classical Latin feature five declensions (1 st through 5th) and six 
cases (nominative, the case of the subject; genitive, the case of the possessive; dative, the 
case of the indirect object; accusative, the case of the direct object; ablative, the case of 
the oblique and prepositional expressions; and vocative, the case of the addressee), as 
well as three genders (feminine, masculine and neuter).38 The morphology of the verbal 
forms express person (1st, 2nd, 3ni), number (singular or plural), tense (present, future, 
imperfect, perfect, future perfect, pluperfect), mood (indicative, imperative, subjunctive, 
and infinitive), and voice (active or passive). It was and still is a highly morphologically 
inflected language. 39 
Though there is agreement that Vulgar Latin was the spoken language, there was, 
however, a difference between the sermo cotidianus of the cultured Romans and the 
senno plebeius of the uneducated classes40. The senno plebeius was marked by an 
imperfect pronunciation and neologisms, as well as irregularities in the grammar and the 
37 "Latin Language," Microsoft Encarta 96 Encyclopedia (Microsoft Corpomtion, 1993-1995) 
38 G. Price, The French Language: Present and Past 93-94 
39 S. Lanuzza, Storia della lingua italiana (Roma: Tascabili Economici Newton, 1994) 18 























construction of phrases. It resulted from many phonetic changes, lexical innovations, and 
stylistic variations. It used an increased number of prepositions and regulated word 
order. Gone were the declensions and the neuter gender. However, verbs still expressed 
person, number, tense, and mood. Although the morphology of passive form virtually 
disappeared, passive voice came to be expressed with a prepositional phrase involving 
the active form of the past tense. This new language strove for simplicity (as may be 
witnessed with nouns such as the CL accusative cohortem, which phonetically and 
morphologically dropped the -h- dividing two vowels and the -m accusative marker to 
make the VL coorte, a simpler form). 
As Vulgar Latin began to be used in writings of the Middle Ages, it became more 
and more a uniform language with uniform rules41 . From this Latin variety the Romance 
Languages were born. The Romance Languages are spoken in territories of the ex-
Roman Empire. Each language is like a recipe using Vulgar Latin as its main ingredient 
and adding pinches of influences from other languages. Each and every language is a 
specialty, related to the others yet differing from them based on its mix of ingredients. 
In the 15th and 16th centuties Humanism brought a revival in the use of Latin 
called New Latin. The Latin language had carried on through the Middle Ages as 
Europe's language of Letters, politics, and religion. Medieval Latin was still a living 
language thanks to the Church, but the language was further simplified and modernized 
with the addition of new words. New Latin was the result of the humanistic desire for a 
return to the classics and especially to the exemplary style Cicero. It again became the 











was also the common language and the language of diplomacy among the European 
nations. 42 
As other European languages became better-developed and the use ofFrench43 as 
a common language became more important, Latin ceased to be an internationally known 
language in the 17th century, though it was still widely used scholastically in the 18th and 
191h centuries. It was even used by some in the 201h century for scholarly as well as 
Church documents. 44 
Today, the knowledge of Latin is still held in high regard. The teaching of Latin 
is fairly popular, though the correct pronunciation of the language still promotes debates 
among scholars. Its study is still very important to many fields, such as linguistics and 
some sciences. And if one wishes to explain the origin and development of any Romance 
language, one must consult the history of the Latin language, the parent of all Romance 
languages. 
2.2 The Nouns 
Before taking a closer look at those Latin nouns which took opposing genders in 
the two Romance Languages, it is important to understand the changes that nouns 
underwent in the transition from Classical Latin to French and to Italian. 
As stated above, in Classical Latin (CL), there were three noun genders: 
masculine, feminine, and neuter. In Vulgar Latin (VL), these genders were reduced to 
41 S. Lanuzza, StOlla della lingua italiana 20-22 
42 "Latin Language," Microsoft Encarta 96 Encyclopedia 
43 see chapter 1, section 1 














two, masculine and feminine. Most neuter nouns became masculine singular, and some 
plural neuter nouns became feminine singular. 45 
The five noun declensions of CL were distinguished as follows: 1st declension 
ending in -8 (porta, gate) in the nominative case and being mostly feminine in gender; 
2nd declension with the nominative case ending in -us (amicus, friend) or -er (puer, boy) 
for masculine gender, and -um (temp/um, temple) for neuter gender; 3rd declension 
(mensis, month or mare, sea) having a consonant stem or i-stem and being masculine, 
feminine, or neuter in gender; 4th declension ending in -us (fructus, fruit) and being 
mostly masculine in gender; and 5th declension ending often in -es (res, thing) and 
mostly feminine in gender. In VL, the fifth declension merged with the first 
(materies>materia, material), and the fourth declension merged with the second 
(fructus>fructus, fruit), thereby forming three declensions instead of five 46. 
VL reduced the six CL cases (nominative, genitive, dative, accusative, ablative 
and vocative) to three, nominative, accusative, and oblique. Cases that could be 
introduced by a preposition were eliminated; hence the genitive was introduced by "de", 
the dative by "ad", and ablative by other prepositions. In addition, the vocative (which 
often had the same form as the nominative) merged with the nominative. 
In Old French (and Old Provenval), three cases (nominative, accusative, and 
oblique) remained. The two genders were also kept, all the masculine nouns (of any 
declension) being modeled on the masculine nouns ending in consonant -s in the 
nominative but dropping the -s in the accusative (nom. murs, obI. mur, wall) and all the 
45 H. Mendeloff, A Manual of Comparative Romance Linguistics: Phonology and Momhology 









feminine nouns being modeled on the feminine nouns ending in nominative -a (porta, 
later porte, gate or door). By the 13th and 14th centuries, however, virtually only the 
accusative case remained, with some exceptions (proper nouns like Louis, personal 
imparisyllabics such as ancetre, ancestor, and monosyllabics like fils, son). Some of the 
nominative forms that were left took on different meanings, such as the nominative gars, 
guys (as opposed to the accusative garfon, boy).47 
Italian kept all three declensions ofYL. For the first and second declensions, the 
singular was formed from the accusative and oblique cases (casa, house, and lupo, wolf), 
and the plural from the nominative (case, lupi). However, third declension nouns formed 
the plural based on the model of second declension nouns (sg. chiave, pI. chiavi, key, 
keys). 48 
Genders of Italian nouns are easier to predict than those of French nouns. Italian, 
being so closely related to its parent language, remained very true to the original Latin 
genders. 49 Therefore, the genders of Italian nouns are generally the same as the YL form 
of the noun. These genders have remained virtually unchanged throughout the years. 50 
In the next chapter, these histories will be used to explain the distribution of 
different genders to similar French and Italian nouns. 
46 Medeloff, 32. 
47 Mendeloff, 33. 
48 Mendeloff, 35. 
49 see chapter 1, section 2 














Noun Gender Distribution: 
A Comparison of French and Italian 
The description of the noun morphology done in chapter Two suggests the possibility 
that some nouns would take one gender in French and another in Italian. U sing the 
beginning list of about 85 nouns, the following general trends are noted: 
1) Nouns which do not denote an agent or doer and end in the suffix -ore in Italian 
usually end in the suffix -eur in French. In these cases, the Italian fofOl, remaining 
true to the Latin form, is masculine and the French form is feminine. 51 Examples: 
Fr. lafleur, It. ilfiore (flower); Fr. la couleur, It. il colore (color); Fr. la chaleur, It. il 
calore (heat). Exception: Fr. Ie coeur, It. il cuore (heart). 
2) Some Italian nouns derive from a Latin word which derives from Greek. In some 
cases, the French form of the same noun derives directly from the Greek form. In 
general, these nouns are feminine in French and masculine in Italian. Examples 
include Fr. l'horloge (t), It. l'orologio (m) (clock); Fr. la methode, It. il metodo 
(method); and Fr. l'encre (t), It.l'inchiostro (m) (ink). Exceptions to this are Fr. l'air 
(m), It. l'aria (t)(air) and Fr. l'orchestre (m), It.l'orchestra (t) (orchestra).52 
3) Neuter plurals usually became feminine in French, while Italian made most neuters 
masculine. Another reason for this is the similarity between a neuter nominative 













plural and a feminine first declension nominative singular. Both end in -a, and 
therefore they were considered to have the same grammatical qualities. Examples of 
this are Fr. fa mer, It. if mare (sea); Fr. fa paire, It. if paio (pair); and Fr. fa seconde, 
It. if secondo (second).53 
4) Most nouns deriving from verbs and past perfect participles became feminine in 
French while some of them became masculine in Italian. Examples of this are Fr. fa 
nage, It. if nuoto (swimming) from the CL verb natare; Fr. fa suite, It. if seguito 
(following) from the VL past participle of sequor, secutus sum; and Fr. f 'arrivee (f), 
It. l'an-ivo (m) (arrival) from the spoken verb Latin adripare . 
5) French nouns influenced by substrat, superstrat, or adstrat factors are generally 
masculine in gender. For example, fe manque (Fr.) (absence) is masculine because 
the Latin word was influenced by the Italian verb mancare (see also #4) before it 
became French. The Italian version of this noun is fa mancanza, taken directly from 
the VLatin noun. Fr. f'oeuvre (m) and It.f'opera (f) (work) share a similar history . 
6) Many CL third declension nouns became feminine in French and masculine in Italian. 
Examples are Fr. fa dent, It. if dente (tooth) and Fr. fa fimite, It. iffimite (limit). An 
exception, Fr. l'age (m), It. l'eta (f) (age, epoch), will be discussed below. 
After classifying nouns into these six categories, a list of five words emerges. The 
nouns that remain are: 







l'age (m) l'eta (f) 
la cour il cortile 
Ie matin la mattina 
l'ongle (m) l'unghia (f) 
l'oreille (f) l'orecchio (m) 
Looking at these pairs of nouns closely, one sees some logic behind the choice of the 
opposing genders in French and Italian: 
1) Fr. l'age (m.), It. /'eta (f) (age, epoch): According to Picoche, the French /'age 
comes from the CL aevus (lifetime, eternity), a masculine noun that derived from the 
CL feminine noun aetas (age, lifetime) which became aetaticum in VL54. The Italian 
word, however, was taken from the Parmigiano dialect's etate, which derived directly 
from aetatem, the feminine accusative form of aetas55• Therefore, while both words 
borrowed from the Latin noun aetas, aetatis, the French noun comes specifically from 
the masculine derivation of the noun and consequently takes that gender form. 
53 O. Heatwole, 25. 
541. Picoche. Dictionnaire etymologigue du francais. (paris: Le Robert, 1992),4-5. 
55 M. Cortelazzo & P. Zolli. II nuovo etimologico: DELI-Dizionario etimologico della lingua italiana. 





















2) Fr. la COUT., It. il cortile (courtyard)56: While this noun pair seems to fall into category 
6 above, the Italian form has a peculiarity that prevents this classification. Both the 
French57 and Italian nouns come from the CL cohors, cohortis (enclosure., yard), a 
feminine noun of the third declension. However, the Italian form derives from the 
accusative cohortem, which became coorte in VL. Because of its similarity to the 
masculine CL noun coortus (arising, breaking forth), it appeared in masculine form in 
writings as early as 1282 and maintained that gender.58 The French cour, on the other 
hand, maintains the feminine gender of the CL noun. 
3) Fr. Ie matin, It. la mattina (morningi9 : The French Ie malin comes from the CL 
indeclinable neuter mane (morning), which was used as a substantive60, The Italian 
word la mattina, however, comes from the mane-related CL horam matutinam (early 
morning hour or hour of morning), thereby borrowing the feminine form of the 
adjective matutinus, matutina, matutinum (early in the morning, of morning) to form 
the noun and its gender61. 
4) Fr. I'ongle (m.)., It. /'unghia (f) (fingernail): Both languages derived this noun from 
the feminine CL word ungula (hoof, claw, talon). It has remained feminine in Italian, 
and it appeared as feminine in French during the 10th century, but it appeared in 
56 The feminine la corte exists in Italian with the meaning of "court" (for which the French form is the 
same la cour as above) 
57 J. Picoche, 124. 
58 M. Cortelazzo & P. Zolli. 
59 The masculine il mattino has been used in Italian, but is rarely found. 
60 J. Picoche, 310. 









masculine form in writings of the influential 16th century and has remained masculine 
to this day62. 
5) Fr. l'oreille (f), It. l'orecchio (m.)63 (ear): Both terms derive from CL auricula (lobe 
of the ear), a feminine noun. It remained feminine in French. A feminine form also 
existed in Italian, orecchia, but while attempting to unify the language, the founders 
of the national language opted for the masculine form characteristic of the Tuscan 
dialect (see Chapter One)64. 
These explanations were formed using the information provided by Picoche and 
Cortelazzo & Zolli, as well as information regarding the historical evolution of the 
languages previously discussed. While these exceptions to the rules are not necessarily 
the only ones, they are the ones that are brought to attention most often. 
Looking at the French and Italian languages, one sees that they have made similar 
transitions. However their different histories have given these languages original 
characteristics that influenced gender assignment. 
A few conclusions can be drawn from this research: 
1) The number of nouns in French and Italian with opposite genders makes up a very 
small percentage of the nouns in the two languages. They are the exception, not the 
rule. 
62 1. Picoche, 354. 
63 Note that plural form of this Italian noun has remained feminine (Ie orecchie). 












2) The nouns that do have opposing genders usually follow a pattern or rule. They are 
able to be placed in categories with like nouns. 
3) The nouns that do not fit into a category or follow a pattern or rule can be soundly 
explained by looking at the history of the language, the grammatical changes of the 
languages and their parent language, and the literary history of the language. 
Both languages have gone through many changes over time and these transformations 
have influenced the genders of the nouns. These languages will continue to change with 
time, undergoing lexical and grammatical alterations which may even affect the genders 
of the nouns. Research in historical linguistics and comparative linguistics will always be 








Beginning List of French and Italian Nouns 
With Opposing Genders 
FRENCH ITALIAN ENGLISH MEANING 
L~ige (m) L~eta age,epoch 
L'aigle (m.) ...... L'aquila (f) eagle 
L'aide (f) L' aiuto (m.) help 
L' aiguille (f) L'ago (m) needle 
L'air (m.) L'aria (f) air 
L'amour (f)*** L'amore (m.) love 
L'armoire (f) L' armadio (m.) armoire 
L'arrivee (f) L'arrivo (m.) arrival 
L'auberge (f) L' albergo (m.) hotel 
L'Egypte L'Egitto Egypt 
L'encre (f) L'inchiostro (m.) ink 
L'ennui (m) La noia boredom 
L'epingle (f) Lo spillo**** I pin 
L'escalier (m.) La scala stairs 
L'ete (m.) L'estate (f) summer 
L'etude (f) ~ study 
L'horloge (f) L'orologio clock 
L'huile (f) L'olio oil 
L'hymne (f)*** L'inno (m.) religious hymn 
L'oeuvre L'opera work 
L'ongle (m) I L'unghia fingernail 
L' orchestre (m) orchestra 
L'oreille (f) L' orecchio (m) ear 
La Belgique 11 Belgio I Belgium 
La blancheur II biancore whiteness 
La chaleur II calore heat 
Lacheminee no fireplace 
La coleur 11 colore color 
Lacour II cortile courtyard 
La cuillere II cucchaio spoon 
La dent HFdente tooth 
La foudre*** fulmine lightning 
•••• with a feminine article, these FrenchlItalian words have a different meaning/context, while the 






[Lafumee nfumo smoke 
Lagelee II gelo freezing, ice, fear 
La limite Ht;!e limit Lamer sea 
La methode odo method 
La minute n minuto minute 
Lamontagne n monte""" mountain 
La mousse II muschio mousse, foam 
La nage, La natation II nuoto swimming 
La paire n paio pair 
Lapensee II pensiero thought 
La planete II pianeta planer 
La Principaute de II Principato di Monaco Monaco 
Monaco 
La rencontre L'incontro meeting 
La seconde II secondo second 
La souris II sorcio rat 
La suite II seguito following, pursuit 
La Tamise II Tamigi Thames 
La Venetie II Veneto Venice 
La vitre II vetro glass 
La Volga II Volga Volga 
Lecalme La calma calmness 
LeCambodge La Cambogia Cambodia 
chiffre La cifra figure, sum 
Le chocolat La cioccolata chocolate 
Le choix La scelta choice 
Le collier La collana necklace 
Le couple **** Lacoppia couple 
LeDanemark La Danimarca Denmark 
Le defi La sfida duel 
Ledepart La partenza departure 
Le desespoir La disperazione desperation 
Ledimanche Ladomenica I Sunday 
Legarde Laguardia I guard 
Le Groenland ~Oenlandia Greenland 
Le guide ida guide 
Le Languedoc La Linguadoca Languedoc 
Le Liberia La Liberia Liberia 
Lemanque La mancanza absence 
Lematin La Mattina morning 
•• "la montagna" also exists in Italian, but is usually used as "the mountains," rather than "the mountain" 
24 
--
- Lemensonge Lamenzogna lie 
Lenuage Lanube cloud - LeP~ues La Pasqua Easter - Le pistolet La pistola pistol Lepoeme La poesia poetry, poem - Le sable La sabbia sand 
Le soir La sera evening - Le sort La sorte fate, chance - Le sucrier La zuccheriera sugar bowVjar Letarif La tariffa rate, tariff - Le tigre La tigre tiger 














































Second List of French and Italian Nouns 
With Opposing Genders 
ITALIAN ENGLISH MEANING 
L'etA age, epoch 
L'aiuto (m.) help 
L'aria (f) aIr 
L' armadio (m.) armoire 
L'arrivo (m.) arrival 
ffinChiostro (m.) ink 
scala stairs 
L'estate (f) summer 





L' orchestra orchestra 
L' orecchio (m) ear 
II ca10re heat 
II camino fireplace 
II colore color 
II cortile courtyard 
II cucchaio spoon 
n dente tooth 
II fumo smoke 
II gelo freezing, ice, fear 
II limite limit 
II mare sea 
II metodo method 
II minuto minute 
II muschio mousse, foam 
La nage, La natation n nuoto swimming 
Lapaire TIpaio pair 
La planete II pianeta planer 
La rencontre L'incontro meeting 
Laseconde II secondo second 
La souris II sordo rat 
26 
--- La suite n seguito I following, pursuit 
La vitre n vetro glass - Le defi La sfida duel - Ledepart Lapartenza departure Le desespoir La disperazione desperation - Le matin La mattina morning 
Lesoir La sera evening - Le sort La sorte fate, chance 
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